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Wilfrid Laurier and Canadian Defence Autonomy 1902·1911

When Joseph Chamberlain as Colonial Secretary invited the Premiers
of the self-governing colonies to attend a conference in London for the
summer of 1902 one of the subjects uppermost in his mind was the
problem of imperial defence. European hostility and rearmament
required that Whitehall organize an examination of the Empire's
military and naval strength, as well as direct the needed increases . The
South African war was ending in an atmosphere of considerable
anti·British sentiment throughout Europe, and Chamberlain understandably argued that the Empire stood in some jeopardy and that
Britain and her dependencies should look to improved and increased
naval and military defences.
In Ottawa, on the other hand, there was a distinctly different outlook regarding imperial defence, particularly about Canada's subordination to the War Office and the Admiralty. In reply to Chamberlain's invitation Prime Minister Wilfrid Laurier stated bluntly that the
"military defences" of Britain and the self-governing colonies could
not be the subject of "common action." Rather, defence issues had to
be left to the discretion and disposal of the "different governments of
the empire."'
The Prime Minister's comments indicated clearly the reluctance of
his administration either to increase Canada's defence contributions to
the Empire or to permit the country's armed forces to come under the
direct control of the Admiralty and the War Office. Throughout the
period under review the policies and initiatives purs ued by Laurier's
successive administrations brought to the fore the question of Canada's belligerent status during a period of war should a conflict begi n
between Britain and a foreign adversary. For nearly a decade Ottawa's
actions dramatized the marked distinction between a status of active
and passive belligerency for Canada. It beca me increasingly clear that
when Britain was at war so too was Canada, with the significant caveat
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Indicative of the Prime Minister's marked unwillingness to consider
imperia l defence as a necessary item on the conference agenda was his
rejection of C hamberlain's request for additional aid during the closing weeks of the South African war. According to Minto, Laurier
regarded the req uest as an "injudiciou s" one , which if made public
would be seized upon by certain segments of French-Canadian opinion as indicative ofthe"small ... value" of the British army in bringing
to heel "an armed peasa ntry." 6
Lord Minto's observations regarding the Laurier administration's
unwillingness to commit the country's armed forces to any genuine
imperia l purpose were judicious and appreciated in Whiteha ll. The
Colonial Office, for example, noted that Ottawa was o nly interested in
the promotion of reciprocal "commerical relations" with the United
States. 7 The reference to Canada's trade and economic goals was a
correct assess ment of the fact that the Laurier ad ministration was
becoming concerned over an increasingly protected United States
market characterized by Congress' approval of the highly protectionist
McKinley a nd Dingley tariffs of 1890 and 1898, respectively. 8 In the
light of this commercial hostility defence initiatives ema nat ing from
London would understandably receive less attention.
Despite Lord Minto's cogent warnings the concept of imperial
defence centralization was endorsed by St. John Brodrick, the Secretary of State for War, on the eve of the Conference. According to
Brod rick there was a good chance that the meetings would lead to
"some arrangement" whereby "the whole forces of the Empire" would
be made available in a war in which "the whole interests of the Empire"
were involved. As Brodrick viewed the contemporary scene the Conference would reveal the willingness or unwillingness of the colonies to
participate in d efence policies that would "more closely link together
the different parts of the Empire."9
On the iss ue of increased aid for imperial defence and the subordination of colonial naval and military units to Whitehall, St. John Brodrick spoke for a considerable body of opinion in Britain. Most Englishmen of the period in question regarded the self-governing colo nies
as dependencies a nd though many accepted Australians, Canadians
and New Zealanders as their equals in a variety of matters they could
not bring themse lves to recognize colonial natio nhood as eq uality of
status with the United Kingdom. Given this preva lent attitude it was
not at all surprising that the Admiralty and the War Office viewed the
1902 conference as an excellent opportunity for soliciting increased
colonial contributions for the Empire's defence a nd for extending
London's control over the colonies' armed forces. to
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St. John Brodrick's public endorsement of imperial defence centralization did not pass unnoticed or unopposed in the Canadian cabinet.
Having barely arrived in London for the Conference, Frederick
Borden, the Minister of Militia and Defence, hastened to warn Laurier
that Brodrick was determined to commit Canada to "something definite" on the defence issue. In terms that remarkably paralleled those of
his Prime Minister , Borden emphasized that he was "entirely against"
Canadian assistance "of either men or money to foreign wars" in which
Britain might be involved. J I
Throughout the sessions of the 1902 Conference it became increasingly apparent that Canada's delegation was committed solely to the
nation's defence autonomy. The paucity of Canadian comment on the
need for centralized planning bore silent testimony to Ottawa's aversion to directives from Whitehall. When referring specifically to the
concept of imperial control over Canada's military and naval units,
Ottawa's emissaries emphasized that the administration and direction
of such units .by London would entail "an important departure from
the principle of Colonial self-Government." Thus, they were "obliged
to withhold their assent to the propositions of the Admiralty and the
War Office." 12
On the issue of Canadian armed forces autonomy the Laurier
administration received stalwart support from Sir Charles Tupper
who had presided as Prime Minister over Canada's last Conservative
administration in 1896. According to Tupper, Ottawa was well advised
to oppose any movement designed to bring about Canadian aid for the
imperial navy. Proposals of that nature, he argued, stemmed from
Chamberlain's tende ncy to "demand" financial contributions from the
dependencies. The former Prime Minister lauded Laurier for his stubborn refusal to commit Canada to any defence contributions at the
recently concluded London conference.IJ
Though Ottawa's rejection of imperial defence centralization was
couched in diplomatic language, the country's Govenor-General presented London with a far more realistic evaluation of the Dominion's
policies. According to Lord Minto the strongest influence at work
within that Canadian public was a movement towards nation-state
independence as well as a marked resentment of anything that
smacked of "imperial interference." As Minto viewed Canada's performance at the Conference, Canadians were determined to have
"their own army and ... own fleet." Canada's forces, he noted, would
be made available to Britain only if the public agreed that such an offer
should be made. Lord Minto described Canada's determination to
control her own armed forces as symptomatic of the growing pains "of
a Young nationality." If a navy was established by Canadians it would
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have to be "their own." Similarly, a Canadian army, according to
many in the country, would be able "to teach the British army a thing
or two" and under no circumstances would the public ever permit that
force to be absorbed into an "imperial pooL"
Though the Governor-General deplored the emergence of nationalism in the country as "more than annoying" he proved remarkably
far-sighted regarding the ultimate autonomy of Canada's armed forces. Commenting upon the growing movement by the Laurier administration to control unilaterally whatever armed forces it possessed,
Minto accepted such a development as "natural" and a consequence
"of the growing feeling that Canada must get out of leading strings." 14
The behaviour of the Canadian delegation to the 1902 Conference
discouraged Chamberlain's hopes for an empire-wide Kriegsverein.
The fact that the other self-governing colonies followed Canada's
lead and were reluctant to commit themselves to increased expenditures for imperial defence has been well documented. 15 Joseph
Chamberlain viewed Canada as the villain of the piece, the member
of the Empire most inclined to ignore its imperial responsibilities
and to pursue its own defence autonomy. In the aftermath of the
Conference, Chamberlain damned Canada for "doing less than any
other part of the Empire for its own defence and for the general
maintenance of imperial interests." He accused Canadians of assuming "proportionately a smaller part in the late [South African]
war" than any other region of the Empire . He observed bitterly that
Ottawa contributed "not a single penny" to the Royal Navy upon
which Canada relied for her defence and did not contribute "in any
way" to Britain's military needs.
From the Colonial Secretary's view, Canada's "persistent refusal" to
assume any significant portion of the Empire's defence burden might
well lead to the country's union with the United States. He tacitly
admitted that the Laurier administration was well on the way towards
an independent control of its armed forces , and gloomily observed that
there was "no indication" that imperial admonitions on the issue were
"likely" to sway an obstinate Ottawa.16
Joseph Chamberlain's ascerbic criticism of Canada's lack-lustre
support for imperial defence and her move towards autonomy for the
nation's armed forces was even more vigorously emphasized by Lord
Minto. Having concluded a six year term as Governor-General, Minto
was in a far better position to assess and evaluate Ottawa's policies
regarding the autonomy of Canadian armed forces than many of his
contemporaries in Whitehall. Looking to the imminent transfer of
Halifax from the Admiralty to Canada, Minto damned the Canadian
militia as "totally inefficient" and directed by an "inefficient headquar-
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ter [sic] staff." The assumption by Ottawa of the defence of Halifax, he
argued. would place an important imperial naval bastion in "incapable
and untrustworthy hands."
According to the former Governor-General, imperial policy catered
to an emerging Canadian defence autonomy. He decried Whitehall's
timid approach to the Laurier administration on this very issue in
particularly critical terms. London's actions, he emphasized, could be
described in simple terms.
The strain is too great for us; we can't afford such and such a position.
We hand it over to you; and you must look after it.

A policy of the nature he had just decried, Minto insisted, held out to
Canadians the promise of their "ultimate independence." The only
means of arresting this movement was for the War Office and the
Admiralty to make clear that Canada's armed forces would serve "only
under Imperial command" and not under instructions from OttawaY
Despite Lor.d Minto's warnings, control of Halifax was handed over
to the Canadian administration beginning in mid-summer of 1906. It
fell to Minto's successor, Earl Grey, to attempt to persuade a stubborn
Ottawa of the virtues of increased Canadian contributions to the
Empire's defence needs and, needless to say, of the efficacy of placing
Canada's armed forces under unilateral British control. His initiatives
in this direction were frustrated every bit as much as those of his
vice-regal predecessor.
In an attempt to sway Laurier, the Governor-General brought to his
attention the writings of Sir John Colomb, a long-term proponent of
increased colonial assistance for the Empire's military and naval
requirements.rs Grey argued that colonial trade accounted for onethird of the Empire's total. Of this trade, which amounted in value to
£234,000,000, more than half represented commerical exchanges
between the dependencies and the foreign world. As Grey viewed the
contemporary scene, a major problem facing London and Ottawa was
an equitable sharing of "the burden" of naval protection for the trade
to which he referred. Indicating clearly that he was well aware of the
Laurier administration's opposition to involvement in imperial defence
schemes, the Governor-General described the situation as "a problem
which would tax the best statesmanship" the Empire could provide.l9
Earl Grey's questioning of Canada's commitment to the Empire's
needs was echoed by the Colonial Office, though in terms that mildly
endorsed Ottawa's moves towards military and naval autonomy.
Within that department Hartman Just observed bluntly that the Laurier administration was totally opposed to participation in meeting
imperial defence requirements. 20 As Just viewed the Canadian scene,
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the Laurier government was determined "to provide fully" for the
country's "own defence" but would not contribute " men and money"
for imperial policies "controlled and administered by some authority
external to Ottawa.'' Ottawa was proceeding to unilateral control over
the country's armed forces. Just argued, and thi s p olicy would reduce
London's costs and responsibilities where Canada was concerned. As
he pithily observed, "Why spur the willing horse?"21 Such observations
anticipated t o a considerable degree an emerging albeit reluctant
acceptance by Whitehall of Canadian defence autonomy.
Hartman Just's shrewd observations regarding Canadian policies
were confirmed almost immediately at the Impe rial conference which
opened in London on April 17, 1907. During the initial sessions the
Australian Prime Minister, Alfred Deakin , referred favourably to the
establishment of an imperial council which he suggested might well
co-ordinate the Empire's policies in such vital field s as defence and
foreign policy.n Reaction in concerned Canadian ci rcles was swift.
Thomas Cote, the managing editor of La Presse, immediately contacted Laurier to note that "all newspapers" were reporting that the
Prime Minister"had accepted" the establishment of an imperial council to coordinate defence and foreign policies throughout the Empire.23
Laurier was swift to reply. He pointed out that the conference provided for "no Imperial Council at all" and that relations between
Lond o n and Ottawa "in the future as in the past" would continue to be
conducted "und er ministerial responsibility."24 Wilfred Laurier's
emphatic e ndo rsement of Canadian control over its defence policies
and armed forces barely disguised under the euphemism of "ministerial responsi bility" was put to the test all over again less than two years
later with the convocation in London of a conference designed to
tack le the specific problem of imperial defence.
The decis ion by Whitehall to convene a conference on purely
d efence issues as they affected the Empire came shortly after action by
the House of Commons in Ottawa on March 29, 1909, to approve the
establishment of a Canadian naval service. The government's decision
to proceed to the construction of a navy gave fai nt encourage ment to
ad vocates of imperial defence ce ntralizati on. On the naval iss ue Earl
Grey was obliged to inform his home government of Ottawa's opposition to naval and military programs embracing the component parts of
the Empire. The Governor-General's rep ort, of course, raised all over
again Canada's questionable status during a period of war.
Ottawa's initial reaction to the proposed defence conference can
only be described as negative. According to Earl Grey, Wilfrid Laurier
argued that "no such Conference, ... was necessary." Under pressure
from the Governor-General, Laurier withdrew his initial opposition.
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Though the Canadian government had not received "s ufficient information" regarding the necessity of"convening a Conference," Laurier
was prepared to send Sir Frederick Borden and Louis Philippe Brodeur. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, to London thus enabling
the Canadian cabinet at least "to meet the views of the Imperial
authorities ."
As Earl Grey described contemporary Ottawa, the Prime Minister's
lack-lustre s upport for imperial defence measures and his determination to restrict expenditures in this field to purely Canadian requirements was due in large part to popular sentiment in Quebec. FrenchCanadians , the Governor-General observed , were markedly opposed
to "any action" associated with "a policy of militaris m." Faced with
this rea lity, Laurier was obliged "to go slow" regarding defence initiatives that might commit Canada to measures of a genuinely imperial
nature.2s
In a subsequent communication to London, Lord Grey emphasized
that the Laurier administration was not prepared to participate in any
defence schem.es beyo nd the protection of Canada's coasts. lt was only
under thi s understanding that Borden and Brodeur would proceed to
the conference in London . Somewhat sympathetically, the GovernorGeneral described Wilfrid Laurier as holding as "genuine and deepseated" convictions on the issue of armaments as any member of"the
Peace Society." Laurier, he noted, viewed an arms race "with all the
horror of a man who sees in them only the shadow of impending
National bankruptcies ."
Earl Grey's description of a pacifist and autonomy-minded Prime
Minister carried with it a criticism of inconsistency. Wilfrid Laurier, he
argued, had publicly declared Canada's willingness "to shed her last
drop of blood and to spend her last dollar to maintain the naval
supremacy of the Crown." But the Prime Minister would not admit the
necessity for "immediate action" where naval re-armament was concerned nor would he do anything to prevent Britain's "naval s upremacy" from being challenged. 26 And however accurate his comments
on Laurier may have been, the Governor-General had not fully described the split in Canadian opinion regarding increased military and
naval expenditures . In French-speaking Canada and more particularly in Quebec very few supported an augmentation in naval expenditures or indeed the establishment of a Canadian navy. Quebec, of
course, was a vital cog in the fortunes of the Liberal party and only one
year earlier had provided fifty-three of its sixty-five seats in Laurier's
electoral victory. 27
On the eve of the Imperial Defence Conference it was obvious that
Whitehall had been forewarned of Canada's aversion to imperial
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defence schemes as well as Ottawa's drive for naval autonomy. The
Colonial Office described Ottawa's policies as "serious and unsatisfactory." Canada, it was pointed out, was only concerned with her own
defence and that was "all" Britain could expect.2BThe Colonial Secretary, the Marquis of Crewe, gloomily agreed by observing that Borden
and Brodeur might well be unable to offer or propose "any positive
suggestions" regarding an imperial defence role for their country.2 9
Crewe was undoubtedly aware of Laurier's comments decrying the
jingoists of both Britain and Canada who were determined to bring
Canadians "into the vortex of militarism" which was "the blight and
curse of Europe." As the Prime Minister emphasized he was "not
prepared to endorse any ... policy" that exposed his country to such
European threats.Jo
As the Canadian delegates prepared to sail for London, Earl Grey
all but anticipated the results of the conference. Referring to the House
of Commons resolution regarding the proposed navy, the GovernorGeneral insisted that Canada was prepared to establish a naval force
"of her own." Though many in Ontario and particularly J .S. Willison,
the editor of the Toronto News, were prepared to contribute vessels
and financial aid to the Royal Navy, the reality of Laurier's political
reliance on French-speaking Quebec prevented any such developments.31 Holding in essence the balance of power in Ottawa, French·
Canadians would only support a navy "constructed, owned, manned
and controlled by Canada." 32 According to Sir Wilfrid's newlyappointed Minister of Labour, William Lyon Mackenzie King, Earl
Grey himself was opposed to any financial contributions to meet
Britain's defence needs. The Governor-General, he noted , supported
policies whereby Canada would undertake the " naval defence of her
own waters."33
Besides French·Canadian opposition to naval programs of a
genuinely imperial nature, Louis Brodeur observed that Canadian
farmers in Canada's West were absolutely disinterested in any military
and naval expenditures. The West, he emphasized , had witnessed the
rise of many radical trade unions which were almost all hostile to all
forms of militarism . The Minister of Marine also dramatized the
recent migration to the Prairie Provinces of a large number of Ameri~
can farmers . This group, he noted, was similarly opposed to increased
defence spending.J4
With considerable segments of Canadian opinion markedly opposed
to defence arrangements of a genuinely imperial nature Ottawa's
delegates to the Defence Conference pressed strongly for British
acceptance of a Canadian navy comprised of destroyers and cruisers
based on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. According to Louis Brodeur,
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the Admiralty wanted Canada to commit herself to the construction of
a dreadnought to be followed by three cruisers and finally several
destroyers and submarines in addition to a substantial financial contribution to Britain's own naval requirements. Brodeur also noted that
the First Lord of the Admiralty, Reginald McKenna, was anxious to
see the Canadian fleet located along the Pacific Coast of British
Columbia leaving Canada's eastern seaboard to the protection of the
Royal Navy.
Due to Brodeur's efforts and those of Frederick Borden, the Admiralty dropped its request for a financial contribution from Ottawa, a
concession the Minister of Marine described as a great step forward.
Brodeur also reported that Laurier's emphasis at the 1902 Imperial
Conference on Canada's naval autonomy had made great progress. As
he described the contemporary scene such developments were due to
the Prime Minister's policies and were being adopted by the Australians.35
Louis Brodeur's policies at the Conference slowly won reluctant
acceptance in Whitehall. In the immediate aftermath of the Conference the Prime Minister, Herbert Asquith, admitted that London
could not interfere with the Dominions' control over their armed
forces. He accepted the fact that their administrations had to consult
"local sentiment" when it came to the establishment and use of their
military and naval services. Asquith emphasized, of course, the desir-.
ability of a "homogeneous organization" for all the Empire's forces
and somewhat lamely expressed the hope that this would be recognized by the self-governing colonies "more and more in the future. "36
With the conclusion of the defence conference, cabinet in Ottawa
began preparations leading to the establishment of a Canadian navy.
As William Lyon Mackenzie King described the scene, there was
general agreement regarding the fleet's construction in Canada and its
location on both coasts with only Sir Richard Cartwright, the Minister
of Trade and Commerce, holding out for either a cash contribution to
the Admiralty or the gift to Britain of "two .. . dreadnoughts."
Cartwright's arguments were rebuffed by George Graham, the Minister of Railways and Canals, who pointed out that such expenditures
would lead to one-third of the government's revenues being allocated
for naval and military purposes. William Perley, Minister of Public
Works, favoured the construction of the new vessels in Canada on the
grounds that Canadians could "build them better" while William
Fielding, the Minister of Finance and Nova Scotia's member in
cabinet, understandably promoted expenditures directed towards the
Maritime shipbuilding industry.
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Mackenzie King himself favoured the construction of the fleet in
Canada and opposed a ny contribution to the Admiralty as a return to
"colonial days and distasteful in every way."J7 King felt that the naval
expenditures contemplated could only be justified from a "national
standpoint" and o n grounds of"national pride." Echoing Louis Brodeur's fears , the Minister of Labour cited Canada's growing American
population , her trade unions and the farming West as segments of
society that would have to be considered. In King's o pinion, the
development of Canada's resources and strength came "first" and even
the cons iderat ion of a naval program smacked of having been
"stampeded by British agitation." 38 As the naval bill took final shape,
King reiterated his concern that the fleet units when co nstructed be
regarded as "local" and that any suggestion of"imperial co-operation"
be clearly regulated by Ottawa.J9
Mackenzie King's concerns regarding control of the Canadian fleet
were assuaged when the Naval Service Act was given final assent on
May 10, 1910. The act contained the following significant section
about the use of the fleet:
In case of an emergency the Governor in Council may place at the
disposal of His Majesty, for general service in the Royal Navy, the
Naval Service or any part thereof, any ships or vessels of the Naval
Service, and the officers and seamen in such ships or vessels, or any
officers or seamen belonging to the Naval Service. 40

Wilfrid Laurier's explanation for this section clearly revealed his
intentions regarding Canadian control of the fleet and his explicit
endorsement of a status of passive belligerency for the country's armed
forces. He argued that Canadian fleet units would not engage in
warlike activities without authorization from Ottawa, and then only in
situations where self-defense action was required . Also, he emphasized, the government would itself judge whether Canada should or
should not become involved in wars in which the United Kingdom was
involved.
The position we take is that it is for th e parliament of Canada, which
created this navy, to say when and where it shall go to war. If England is
at war we are at war and liable to attack . I do not say that we shall
always be attacked, neither do I say that we shou ld take part in all the
wars of England. That is a matter that must be determined by circumstances upon which the Canadian parliament will have to pronounce
and will have to decide in its own best judgement. 41

With the conclusion of the naval debate Canadian opinion, predictably, was divided. Henri Bourassa, who had broken with Wilfrid
Laurier over the issue of even limited participation in the South
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African war, was totally opposed to any naval program. In a two and
one-half hour speech before supporters in Montreal, he obtained
approval for a resolution damning parliament for approving a policy
without "the consent of the people."4 2
Subsequently , Bourassa charged that a Canadian navy placed at the
disposal of the Admiralty would involve the country in all the wars
instigated by Joseph Chamberlain and Cecil Rhodes. Parliament's
role, he insisted, would merely be to oppose policy decisions arrived at
in London. Even before such a debate began, Canada's fleet, as part of
the Royal Navy, would either have been annihilated or have emerged
victorious. According to Bourassa even a limited participation in
British wars was impossible. If the United Kingdom was involved in
conflict, Whitehall would extort from Canada all that was possible in
both finance and manpower. 4 J
Henri Bourassa's staunch opposition to the navy was endorsed in
the Commons by Frederick D. Monk, the sitting Conservative
Member of Montreal Jacques Cartier. 44 Monk noted that Britain had
concluded a lengthy number of agreements guaranteeing the neutrality
as well as the integrity of Norway, Sweden, Belgium, Luxembourg, the
Ottoma n Empire, Persia and Portugal. Such countries, he argued,
held no interest whatsoever for Canada, yet Britain's guarantee might
well lead Canada into war. In a similar fashion Monk raised the issue
of Canada's obligation to follow the United Kingdom into an unjust
war. The Conservative Member's sub-amendment to the naval bill
calling for a popular plebiscite on the issue was subsequently defeated
in the Commons by a vote of 175 to 18. 45
A strong endorsement of the government's actions came from
Montreal's Liberal-leaning La Presse. According to La Presse, Canada was an autonomous power and her autonomy had been recognized at imperial conferences in London. Thus, the establishment of an
independent navy was a neutral development, and one which should
be implemented: other nation states with far less population than
Canada, such as Columbia and Paraguay, maintained their own fleet
units. A Canadian navy, the journal argued, would enable the country
to assist in the protection of the Empire, but it would also symbolize
Canada's independence and her right to control her own armed
forces. 46
Highly vocal opposition to the naval program came predictably
from certain segments of English-speaking Canada. Speaking in the
Ontario legislature the Premier, Sir James Whitney, deplored Ottawa's determination to proceed with the navy. As Sir James described
the naval bill, Canada had "missed an opportunity" by fa~ling to offer
Britain "a Dreadnought, or even two such ships." Such action, Whit~
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ney argued, would have indicated clearly to "all outside nations" that
the members of the Empire would be found "standing together when
the time of stress" arrived. 47
Far more critical of the Laurier administratio n's defence policy was
Stephen Leacock , at that time a junior profes so r of economics at
McGill University. Referring sarcastically to the development of
colonial navies, he predicted that "wisdom" would ultimately come to
Canadians when they realized "what a little thing" their proposed
naval establis hment would be. With this "wisdom" would come a
realization that Canada's only role was to assist Great Britain which
was "so powerful" and "trained in the arts of war and peace." Far
better for Canada, he emphasized, to aid and assist a "large . . .
populous ... powerful" mother country rather than to assume an
independent stance based on a population of only six million which
was "struggling to sit sideways across a continent and hold it down by
the edges."48
Stephen Leacock's admonitions received short shrift in the Colonial
Office, which was relatively sympathetic to Ottawa's autonomous
stance. There, the comment was made that Leacock was undoubtedly
"a man of distinction," as an economist. Outside the sheltered halls of
academe, however, he was advised "to leave naval policy alone."49
Alexander McNeil, a former Member of Parliament and vicepresident of the British Empire League in Canada, though agreeing
with Laurier's naval policy, suggested that it did not go far enough.
Canada, he arg ued, should have offered "immediate aid to the mother
country" in the form of a gift of a dreadnought. At the same meeting,
George Denison rejected Ottawa's proposed naval establishment as
being based on "small local fleets" and therefore of " little use."so
Though oppo nents of the naval bill were numerous and vociferous,
it is significant that highly prominent Conservatives end orsed the
Laurier administration's initiatives. Entering the lists once more to
support Canada's naval autonomy, Sir Charles Tupper urged Robert
Borden, his successor as Conservative party lea der, to support the
government in its promise to build a Canadian navy. According to
Tupper the naval issue transcended party politics. Those members of
his party who s upported the contribution of dreadnoughts to the
Royal Navy were "wrong." In their public pronouncements that Britain was unable to defend herself such Conservatives were contributing to ''much mischief in Germany and elsewhere."St
In his defence of the administration's naval program Tupper argued
that had Canada followed New Zealand's example of contributing
dreadnoughts to the Admiralty the country would have been obliged
on a proportional basis to have funded between "seven or fourteen
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Dreadnoughts" or have been "held up to contempt as niggardly" in
London . Describing the imperial government as "unprincipled," Sir
Charles ex pressed amazement that Canadian Conservatives should
"rush to support" of a Britain which had treated the colonies "in the
most insulting manner." For the former Prime Minister such behaviour endorsed the principle that "if you are smitten on the one cheek,
you must turn the other."S2
Robert Borden gave an early endorsement to the government's
naval program and echoed some of Tupper's suggestions. Speaking
before the Toronto Centre and South Conservative clubs on November 2, 1909, he called for a navy whose construction would utilize
Canada's "natural resources and raw materials." Above all, he argued,
the country's "labouring class ought to be considered and employed as
far a s might be reasonably possible ."SJ
Robert Borden's speech earned him the recognition of the Colonial
Office which described his statements as "able, vigorous and . . . worth
reading."S 4 T.he opposition leader's comments were also accepted by
the Office as indicative of broad support for the Canadian navy given
the fact that both the Liberal and Conservative parties were "committed to that policy."ss
Though Laurier's naval legislation successfully cleared Parliament
it remained the object of bitter attack by Henri Bourassa and his
supporters. The focus of their attacks directed itself to the federal
constituency of Drummond Arthabaska in Quebec which had been
successfully held by the Liberals ever since the general election of 1887.
In anticipation of a by-election scheduled for November 3, 1910,
Bourassa charged that the establishment of a Canadian navy would
lead inevitably to conscription. Laurier was swift to repl y.
Speaking in Montreal barely three weeks before the by-election
the Prime Minister refuted the conscription charge and insisted that
his administration's policies were the same in 1910 as they had been in
1902. He was determined to defend Canada's territorial integrity on
the principle of local autonomy. His naval program would not grant
Great Britain what had been emphatically denied eight years earlier.
The legislation in question, when implemented, would not remove
control of the navy from the administration, from Parliament or from
the Canadian people.s6
On November 3, 1910, Drummond Arthabaska was seized by Bourassa's Nationalist candidate. When the polls closed Arthur Gilbert had
defeated his Liberal opponent, Joseph Edouard Pelletier by 21 I votes.
Though the defeat was an ominous portent for the government, the
Prime Minister was soon more successful in London on the issue of
Canadian defence autonomy.
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With the naval bill a fait accompli it remained to be seen to what
extent the imperial administration was prepared to accept Laurier's
frequent references to absolute Canadian control over the fleet units
concerned . The Colonial Office, of course, had accepted Ottawa's
control over the pro posed force. Overall, however, opinion in Whitehall was as divided as that in Canada, particularly over the degree that
a self-governing dominion might insist on a status of passive belligerency in wartime. Regarding the use of Canada's fleet in a war waged by
the United Kingdom the Colonial Office once again expressed its
doubts. There, Arthur Berriedale Keith argued that Canada would be
"extremely unwilling" to contemplate any direction from London that
questio ned Canadian "independence."57 Where Canadian naval vessels were concerned Keith emphasized that any suggestion of imperial
control would be purely "illusory" and even the "appearance" of such
control would be highly "suspect" in Ottawa.ss
Arthur Berriedale Keith's acceptance of an autonomous defence
role for Canada's armed forces was almost immediately endorsed by
the Committee of Imperial Defence. Early in the new year the Committee received a report from a sub-committee under the chairmanship
of Lord Hardinge suggesting the appropriate policies to be pursued
regarding enemy and neutral shipping in wartime. The Hardinge
sub-committee findings can only be described as a substantive endorsement of colonial passive belligerency in wartime .
It is desired at the outside to lay special stress on the fact that; although
concurrence in the policy of His Majesty's Government involves executive act ion on the part of the Governments of the Dominions as regards
the treatment of enemy and neutral shipping on the out break of war, it
will not in any way restrict the freedom of these Governments to decide,
when the occasion arises, whether their naval and military forces shall
or shall not participate in hostiliries.s9

The clear approval of Lord Hardinge's sub-committee of the right of
the self-governing colonies to determine the degree to which they
would or would not participate in British-directed wars was emphasized by the fact that it s author had just completed a term of office as
permanent Under-Secretary to the Foreign Office and would shortly
assume his new duties as Viceroy to India. Despite the weight attached
to Hardinge's office and the unmistakable findings of his committee,
the report was subjected to a scathing denunciation by his successor as
permanent Under-Secretary, Sir Arthur Nicholson, who was also a
full-time member of the Committee of Imperial Defence.6o
Speaking critically of his predecessor's findings, a nd in what can
almost be described as a form of intra-departmental ri valry, Nicolson
argued that the "international status" of the self-governing Dominions
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made any suggestion of their neutrality in wartime "out of the question ." Each Dominion, he insisted, and he might just as well have said
Canada, was an integral part of the Empire. Therefore, in international law, such communities had to bear the consequences of actions
undertaken by "the Central Government." A British declaration of
war, Sir Arthur argued, led inevitably "to every portion of the Empire"
being open to attack by Britain's enemies.61
Arthur Nicolson's analysis of the contemporary Empire of 1911 was
of course correct regarding the Dominions' status in time of war. A
United Kingdom declaration of hostilities did indeed commit the
self-governing colonies to a belligerent status. However, the permanent Under-Secretary had overlooked the Laurier administration's
determination to emphasize a status of passive belligerency as opposed
to the role of active participant, at least where Canada was concerned
in British-directed wars. This difference came to be accepted reluctantly by many of Arthur Nicolson's professional and political colleagues in contemporary London, as indeed it had already been
endorsed .by his predecessor at the Foreign Office, Lord Hardinge of
Pen hurst.
Upon arrival in London to attend the 191 I sessions of the Imperial
Conference, Laurier went out of the way to persuade his British
colleagues of Ottawa's insistence on Canadian choice regarding participation in imperial wars. Invited to attend the sessions of the Committee of Imperial Defence, the Prime Minister pointed out that Committee members laboured under the illusion that Canada's naval vessels,
yet to be constructed, were part of the Royal Navy during peacetime
and would participate in British wars unless specifically removed by
the Canadian Parliament. He immediately proceeded to disabuse his
colleagues of this misconception.
Referring to the Canadian Naval Service Act, Sir Wilfrid emphasized that the navy came under Ottawa's control with the proviso that
it might be placed under Admiralty control in wartime but o nly with
parliamentary approval. Turning to what he described as a rising spirit
of jingoism in Britain, Laurier took note of a "school of thought"
which argued that the Dominion must "take part in all the wars" in
which the mother country was involved. Canada, he insisted, took "a
very different attitude." In defending the autonomy of his country's
armed forces, Laurier seized upon the comments of his fellow Prime
Minister, New Zealand's Sir Joseph Ward. Sir Joseph had argued:
I want to impress the fact that the Empire cannot be at war and Canada
at peace at the same time. Any war to which the statesmen oft he United
Kingdom commit the Empire, involves Canada as well as New Zealand
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and all other portions of the Empire, and from the point of view of
international law is as much part of th e Empire as England.

Laurier agreed that Ward's comments were " logical." However, he
noted that the Empire's development had not been "altogether characterized by logic" and that British and colonial statesmen had "always
endeavoured" to solve contentious problems by "practical" rather
than "logical" means. Thus, when the Empire was at war Canada was
certainly not "at peace" though in actual practice the country might
well be "a bsolutely at peace."
To s ubstantiate his argument that Canada cou ld indeed opt for a
status of passive belligerency during a period when the Empire was at
war, Laurier referred to the Crimean war when his country took no
part in the conflict. Indeed, Canada was "just as much at peace" as if
she " had never been a British colony." Laurier gave added emphasis to
his theme of passive belligerency with reference to the Napoleonic
wars. As he analyzed the period from 1796 to 18 15, Canada was "as
much at peace" as if "annexed to the United States." The Prime
Minister's analysis and conclusions were obvious. Great Britain could
indeed be engaged in hostilities while her Canadian dependency,
though a co-belligerent, remained "practically at peace."62
Although Laurier had staunchly endorsed a status of passive belligerency for Canada, with sovereign control over the nation's armed
forces, the acceptance or rejection of his stand still depended very
much on the opinions and policies of the Admiralty, the Foreign Office
and the Colonial Office. In this context it must be emphasized that
opinion in Whitehall remained somewhat divided, with Arthur Nicolson vigorously defending imperial primacy while his Colonial Office
colleagues were joined by the Admiralty in their toleration of Canadian aggressiveness. Nicolson's own adamant opinions had been subjected to considerable qualification by his predecessor as permanent
Under-Secretary, Lord Hardinge.
As early as March 24, 1911 , Reginald McKenna ad mitted to his
colleagues on the Committee of Imperial Defence that no agreement
had been reached with Ottawa regarding use of the embryonic Canadian fleet. Australia, on the other hand, had agreed that once Australian naval vessels had been placed at the disposal of the Admiralty,
Canberra could not withdraw them while a war lasted . Needless to say,
McKenna's reference to Ottawa's lack of action was vigorously criticized by Arthur Nicolson. According to Nicolson, if the United Kingdom was in a state of war so too were the Dominions. For a Dominion
to proclaim its neutrality was in effect to announce its secession from
the British Empire! Nicolson, of course, was ignoring once more
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whether inadvertently or not the substantive difference between a
Canadian declaration of neutrality and a policy of passive belligerency.
Reginald McKenna disagreed with his Foreign Office colleague. He
noted that on the outbreak of war London would immediately cable
colonial governments ordering them to take "definite hostile action"
against enemy shipping. As the First Lord of the Admiralty assessed
the scenario, however, the colonial governments might assume that the
enemy was not prepared to attack them, which could well be the case.
Thus, Ottawa would argue, it was up to the colonial administration
concerned to decide whether or not the colony's armed forces should
be directed against an enemy designated by the imperial government. 63
The Admiralty's sympathetic attitude was reciprocated by the
Colonial Office. On the eve of the 1911 Conference, the Office received
word from louis Brodeur about the arrival of the former British
Cruiser Niobe, which marked the beginnings of the Canadian Naval
Service. Brodeur pointed out that the Niobe's arrival dramatized
Canada's determination "to assume a part oft he defence of her coasts
and the adjoining trade routes." Brodeur's open reference to a purely
Canadian role for the fleet was accepted by resigned Colonial Office
personnel as very much a fact of early twentieth-century AngloCanadian relations.M
In a subsequent analysis of Ottawa's promotion of Canadian
defence autonomy, the Colonial Office pointed out that London's
control over foreign policy might well involve the Empire in a war with
Germany or Greece "against the will" or to the "complete indifference
of Canada." Given Whitehall's suzerainty in the realm of foreign
affairs, Hartman Just argued that London would be "at least in part
directly responsible" for any future conflict that might arise between
Canada and the United States. In terms that set him apart from Arthur
Nicolson, Just praised Wilfrid laurier's doctrine of passive belligerency as being based on "both logic and common sense." Canada, Just
insisted, had "the freedom" to "stand aside" from any British war of
which Ottawa disapproved or to which Canadians were "indifferent."
If Whitehall denied Canadian arguments on this issue-and Just
might as well have named Arthur Nicolson- then Canada could be
called upon to "spend blood and money" by a cabinet that did not
represent "one of her taxpayers." In this event, he concluded sombrely,
the ...old question" which had led to "the independence of the U.S.A."
would once again arise. 65
The entire issue of colonial control over naval forces, at least where
Canada was concerned, was definitely settled on June 29, 1911, at a
meeting at the Admiralty. Canada was represented by louis Brodeur.
During discussions regarding the applicability of the Naval Discipline
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Act to Dominion forces, Brodeur made it quite clear that Ottawa
would legislate "independently" of Westminster. As he viewed proposed Admiralty amendments to the existing statutes, they seemed to
imply a right "to legislate for the Dominions." Indicative of Brodeur's
determination to emphasize Canadian control was his emphasis on
distinctions where the uniforms of the naval forces were concerned.
The buttons on Canadian uniforms, he informed his colleagues, would
feature the maple leaf rather than the laurel leaf of the Royal Navy.
Turning to the issue of Dominion naval units meeting vessels of the
Royal Navy the delegates agreed that the senior officer present would
have "the right of command" where matters of "ceremony or international intercourse, or where united action were agreed upon." Significantly, the conference emphasized that the senior officer, who could
only be a member of the Royal Navy during the period under review,
would have no power to direct the movements of the ships of"the other
service" unless the vessels concerned had been so ordered by prior
"mutual agreement."
A gesture towards the concept of imperial unity was contained in the
agreement that Dominion fleet units placed at the disposal of the
Admiralty would form "an integral part" of the Royal Navy and would
remain under "the control" oft he Sea Lords during "the continuance"
of any war. However, even this reference to Admiralty control was
qualified by the admission that such control would come about only
when the naval service of a Dominion had been "put at the disposal of
the Imperial Government by the Dominion authorities" concerned.66
The conclusion of the decade-long campaign for United Kingdom
recognition of Canadian defence autonomy came during the actual
sessions of the 1911 Imperial Conference. Though the Conference did
not unduly emphasize the defence problems and needs of the Empire,
it did in effect endorse Wilfrid Laurier's distinction between a status of
active and passive belligerency and basically accepted Louis Brodeur's
initiatives at the June 29 Admiralty meetings. In a significant paper
tabled at the Conference the imperial government recognized categorically that the "naval forces and services" of Canada and Australia
would remain "exclusively under the control of their respective
Governments." The imperial goverment also noted that the Dominion
naval units placed at the disposal of the Admiralty during time of war
would remain under Admiralty control during the hostilities in question. However, such forces would only come under British command
when they had been made available "by the Do minion authorities"
concerned.67
Wilfrid Laurier, of course, would never assert Canada's complete
control over the still-to-be established navy nor the country's other
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armed forces. He and his Liberal administration were defeated by
Robert Borden's Conservatives in the general election of September,
1911. Nonetheless, Laurier and his successive administrations had
gained recognition from London of Ottawa's right to control the
country's armed forces , and to implement if necessary a status of
passive belligerency where Britain's involvement in hostilities was
concerned. One need only recall the comments of such prominent
imperia l and political personalities as Joseph C hamberlain , Lord
Minto , Earl Grey, the Marquis of Crewe, Reginald McKenna and
Herbert Asquith to emphasize the fact that Whit ehall had surrendered
substantial control over her errant dependency's armed forces . Of
equal significance was the fact that career professionals in Whitehall
such as Hartma n Just, Arthur Berriedale Keith and Lord Hardinge
recognized and accepted the reality of Canadian defence autonomy.
This autonomy was reiterated though in a somewhat different fashion
by the new administration.
Convi nce~ that the Empire was facing a crisis over naval st re ngth,
the new a dmi nistration suspended Laurier's Naval Service Act and
made preparations for a financial grant to Whitehall to enable the
Admiralty to begin the construction of Canadian financed vessels. On
this iss ue, as has been well documented , Robert Borden was determined that monetary aid from Canada be accompanied by a voice for
Ottawa in determining imperial foreign policy. 6s The Ottawa Citizen
reported that a Member oft he British Commons had urged the administrat ion to "assure Canadians" that "the Admiralty wanted their
co-operation and wo uld give them some representation.69 The Governor-General, Arthur, Duke of Connaught, info rmed Whitehall that
the Ottawa Citizen 's report had received the approval of Bo rden and
reflected his administration's policy.70
According to H artman Just, undersecretary for the Dominions
D ivision within the Office, Borden's initiatives went far beyond "technical" consultations with the Admiralty. The new Conservative administration was demanding to know where Canada stood "within the
Empire" as well as insisting upon " a greater voice in the Councils of
Empire." Robert Borden was demanding a "share in the For.eign
Policy ofthe Empire," a demand that went fa r beyo nd "representation
on the board controlling the navy." The Dominions under-secretary
emphasized that such a policy could lead to a "division of control in
imperial efficiency ." It was inconceivable that representatives of a
Dominion "responsible to another Parliament" should sit o n "a
board" responsible to parliament at Westminster. This, he argued,
would create "division and weakness" throughout the Empire. 7r
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The Colonial Secretary, Lewis Harcourt, agreed wholeheartedly
with his Dominion's under-secretary. From the Colonial Secretary's
viewpoint there was little to choose between the new Conservative
ad ministration and the Laurier Liberals. nOn the issue of financial aid
from Ottawa for imperial naval purposes, Borden argued that a more
prominent Canadian role in Whitehall as well as the construction of
the fleet units concerned in Canada would overcome "local prejudice"
to his proposed expenditures. 73 The Prime Minister was replied to in
what can only be described as an arrogant and patronising manner by
the newly appointed First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill.
Churchill viewed the major obstacle to Borden's proposals to lie in
Canada's lack of a " high degree of technical knowledge and experience" that was required for the "efficient construction" of modern
naval vessels. 74
While Robert Borden's naval bill made its labourious and contentious way through the Commons yet another aspect of his emerging
nationalism became evident. The fleet units financed by Canada could,
he insisted , be recalled by the administration in Ottawa. 75 Sentiments
of this nature hardly sat well with the Colonial Office. Lewis Harcourt
argued that Borden's proposals lacked precision. Did the Prime Minister mean that the Canadian financed vessels would be withdrawn from
the Royal Navy after "sufficient notice" had been given in order to
permit their replacement by new construction in a "vital theatre?"
Harcourt emphasized that if the fleet units subsidized by Ottawa were
"suddenly withdrawn," the results would be most "undesirable." 76
Though Robert Borden's naval bill cleared the Commons on May
15, 1913, by a majority of 33 votes, it was rejected at the end of that
month by the Liberal dominated Senate. 77 The Senate had clearly
turned down what the Colonial Office regarded as "technically" a
money bill. Regardless of the Senate's action on the very eve of World
War I it was clear that over a period of two years Robert Borden and
his administration had attempted to utilize the naval issue as a means
of both advancing Canada's role where the Empire's foreign policy was
concerned and as a significant step towards Ottawa's eventual control
over the nation's external relations.
When Canada declared war on Germany on September 10, 1939, a
full week after similar declarations by France and Britain, Ottawa had
asserted to the full the nation's genuine independence and control over
its armed forces. Speaking in support of the resolution calling for the
declaration of hostilities, the Prime Minister, William Lyon Mackenzie King, emphasized to the Commons that Canada's declaration wa s
being introduced "voluntarily" and not because of "any colonial or
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inferior status vis-a-vis Great Britain." Canada, he ins isted , was "a
nation in the fullest se nse" and thus the country was prepared to enter
the current conflagration "voluntarily and of its own decision and
right." 78 The Prime Minister's comments on the eve of World War II
were a suitable endorsement of Canadian independence but equally
they stood as an appropriate testimonial to not o nly his o wn endeavours of 1910 a nd 1911 but particularly to those of his political mentor,
Wilfrid Laurier, who had emphasized that it was up to Canada "which
created the navy, to say when and where it shall go to war." 79 It is
reasonable to conclude that Robert Borden, had he lived to witness the
outbreak of hostilities in 1939. would have agreed with his former
Liberal adversaries.
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